Background: Emergency medical services (EMS) play a crucial role as the first line of defense during emergencies and disasters. Given the current impact of climate change, EMS will need to employ innovative strategies to cope with changing conditions. This scoping review investigates how EMS can adapt to climate change in pre-hospital emergencies.

Materials and Methods: In this study, peer-reviewed studies and texts on adaptive strategies of pre-hospital emergency systems published in 2023 were reviewed. Accordingly, online databases, including Web of Science, PubMed, Scopus, and Google Scholar as a search engine were searched. The selected keywords were as follows: “Medical technician,” “paramedic,” “ambulance,” “climate change,” “global warming,” “adaptation,” “mitigation,” and “resiliency” (and synonyms).

Conclusion: No wide-ranging study has been conducted on the adaptation strategies of EMS against climate change and this is the first study in this field. In this study, elements and adaptation strategies against climate change were investigated. Extracting these cases and using them to improve the readiness and resilience of the pre-hospital emergency system will be effective against this phenomenon.
Introduction

Re-hospital emergency medical services (EMS) are the front line of providing health services in accidents and disasters. It has a fundamental position in reducing the consequences of disaster, and the World Health Organization (WHO) has considered it one of the important pillars of the healthcare system [1].

Climate change is one of the greatest threats to humanity in the 21st century [2, 3]. Climate action has been recognized as one of the areas of sustainable development toward fighting climate change and its consequences [4]. Many studies and evidence have shown an increase in a wide range of direct and indirect health-related problems caused by this phenomenon, such as heat stress, illness and death caused by heat, increase in accidents, skin problems, dehydration, exacerbation of heart and lung diseases [5-12]. In addition to the mentioned cases that indirectly increase the workload of EMS, this phenomenon also directly affects EMS, which includes increased health and safety risks, fatigue and mental health disorders, and increased vulnerability of employees and volunteers [9, 13]. Healthcare professionals are required to mitigate the effects of climate change, and EMS, as pathfinders in the medical field, has a central role to play in this community [4]. As a result of the consequences and direct and secondary impacts of climate change on the performance of the EMS, we are forced to plan and adapt to this phenomenon [14, 15]. Adaptive capacity is the process of actively adjusting the climate and its expected effects. Adaptive processes and approaches are utilized to collect accurate information from multiple sources through active learning methods to reduce uncertainty over time and adjust the system according to changes [16]. In risk management, adaptation includes increasing preparedness and improving response, reducing existing vulnerabilities, and emphasizing prevention [9]. Prehospital systems are typically skilled at managing risk. However, the unpredictable and potentially disastrous effects of climate change can present challenges that go beyond traditional risk management strategies [9]. To adapt to these new challenges, organizations must be willing to explore new opportunities and develop innovative strategies. However, this can be difficult due to a lack of knowledge or information about the specific outcomes of climate change, in addition to organizational and resource limitations [9, 17, 18].

Despite the abundance of evidence about the results of climate change and its outcomes on pre-hospital emergency, there is not much study that systematically reports the adaptation strategies of the pre-hospital emergency system. This scoping review study looks for the dimensions and adaptive strategies of the EMS against climate change to increase knowledge in the path of resilience of this system.

Materials and Methods

For this scoping review, the research will adhere to the preferred reporting items for systematic review and meta-analysis protocols 2020, which has been crafted based on the principles of the preferred reporting items for systematic review and meta-analysis framework [19].

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

In this review, all studies and documents in English that have a precise methodology, including primary studies (interventional, observational, and qualitative studies), and secondary studies (narrative review, systematic review and meta-analysis), which are about the adaptation strategies of the EMS against climate change were included from the beginning until 2022. The methodologically weak studies, including letters to the editor, reports, and case series, studies that are not related to the research topic, articles whose full text is unavailable or not in English, as well as traffic accidents and chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear and explosive events or disasters unrelated to climate change are excluded.

Search methods to select the articles

Important databases, including Web of Science, PubMed, Scopus, and particular sites associated with climate change, including the United Nations Environment Program website, Water Change Convention website, and World Meteorological Organization website will be searched to obtain documents. In addition, Google Scholar will also be used for additional searches. Once identified, keywords are first selected, followed by the utilization of MeSH to pinpoint appropriate synonyms. In the next step, all the keywords and their synonyms will be investigated in the mentioned databases with title, abstract, and keyword from the beginning to the end of 2023. Keywords and their synonyms are as follows:

Medical technician*, paramedic*, emergency paramedic*, “emergency medicine technician*”, “emergency medical technician*”, “emergency prehospital provider*”, prehospital*, “prehospital emergency care*”,
ambulance*, "emergency mobile unit*", “emergency medical dispatch”, “medical dispatch”, “911 dispatch”


The syntax of the search in databases is described below.

PubMed syntax


Scopus syntax


Web of science

(TS=[medical technician*] OR TS=[paramedic*] OR TS=[emergency paramedic*] OR TS=[emergency medicine technician*] OR TS=[emergency prehospital provider*] OR TS=[prehospital*] OR TS=[prehospital emergency care*] OR TS=[ambulance*] OR TS=[emergency mobile dispatch*] OR TS=[medical dispatch*] OR TS=[911 dispatch*] OR TS=[9-1-1 dispatch*] AND (TS=[climate change*] OR TS=[global warming*] AND (TS=[adapt*] OR TS=[adopt*] OR TS=[mitigat*] OR TS=[cop*] OR TS=[resilien*] OR TS=[accomudat*] OR TS=[adjust*] OR TS=[acclimat*] OR TS=[address*] OR TS=[fight*] OR TS=[strategy*] OR TS=[implementation*] OR TS=[action*] OR TS=[effort*] OR TS=[attempt*] OR TS=[policy*] OR TS=[framework*] OR TS=[plan*] OR TS=[approach*] OR TS=[response*] OR TS=[model*])

Methods for study selection

After completing the database search, all duplicate articles were removed. Subsequently, an evaluation of titles and abstracts was undertaken to identify pertinent research. After this stage, two proficient researchers within the specified domain individually scrutinized the full texts of the studies. Any discrepancies were mitigated through group consultation and consensus. If necessary, a third party was engaged in the resolution process. To uncover further relevant studies, references from the identified research will be cross-referenced utilizing the snowball technique. Important publications within the field of study over the past 15 years will be manually inspected. In addition to these approaches, reference materials, and legal documents will also be examined for relevant content.
Methods for data extraction

After the search phase, data extraction and collection from the full text of the studies were done by the researchers. Each person individually extracts databases on two pre-designed forms. The first form includes the following variables: Country, type of study, name of the first author, publication date, purpose of the study, and study methodology, and the second form includes the elements, strategies, and measures used by the EMS in dealing with climate change.

Risk of bias

Given the various methodologies employed in the studies, a specific tool for evaluating methodological quality cannot be implemented at this juncture. Therefore, the assessment of study quality was carried out using the tool outlined in the strengthening of the reporting of observational studies in epidemiology guidelines, tailored to the specific study type. Each study underwent an evaluation by two independent researchers using the appropriate assessment instruments. In cases of disagreement between the two researchers, consensus will be reached through the consensus method; if needed, a third researcher was consulted for input on the study’s quality.

Discussion

Climate change is inevitable in the world [9, 20, 21]. Various studies have mentioned health problems caused by climate change and its consequences [22-24]. EMS, as one of the important components of the health system, is directly and indirectly affected by this phenomenon [14, 25]. Therefore, this system is forced to take appropriate measures and take measures to adapt and reduce the effects [9]. To the best of our knowledge, there has not been a comprehensive study on the strategies and solutions of the pre-hospital emergency system against climate change. This study searched for EMS adaptation elements and strategies against climate change.
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